Pearls
Of
Wisdom
For the bewildered male
& his mate!
Angels come in all shapes and sizes.
Some fly the regional airways!
Hope you find yours one day soon.
But guess what?
You’ll never understand a woman They are one of God’s mysteries in life!
Must fly,
Jill

By Jill Kemp

www.lambsongs.co.nz
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Finding the way your own mate
EXPRESSES their love
is a REVELATION!

Whilst in conversation with a fellow passenger
during a long plane flight, I was asked by a very
bewildered male, who had been hurt by several
failed relationships,

“What do women actually want?”
Having been married for 40 years, I drew from
personal experience to speak into his life some
helpful tips. These, together with his own ideas of
what he held to be important in a companion, are
complied in this booklet in the hope that they
might help to strengthen your own relationship.
Some may dismiss these ideas as old fashioned,
but think of them like an umbrella — they cover
anybody and they work! Change the style if you
like but give them a try — you might be surprised!

1. Quality time
2. Gift Giving
3. Physical touch
4. Words of affirmation
5. Acts of service
Finding your mates Love Language
frees YOU and THEM from an
UNREALISTIC EXPECTATION!
Maybe your mate, like mine,
Is not so great at buying gifts, or having deep
heart to heart conversations, but his acts of
service — the practical things he does for me,
express his love.

SCRAP
the
PITY PARTY
ENJOY and VALUE
What you have!
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Researchers have discovered that
Women who get plenty of
HUGS
NOT GROPES
are easier to live with and
are more responsive to
Romantic advances.
HUGS
make them feel
SECURE and LOVED.
Marriage vows say:
“To love and to cherish ……...”
which means:
To treat with affection;
protect; encourage.

MEN get aroused by
what they SEE
But
WOMEN by what they HEAR

WORDS of endearment
Or
compliments
Are the KEYS
to a woman’s
HEART.

WORDS of ENCOURAGEMENT
are
POWERFUL.
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It takes about 20 minutes to
adjust from work mode to home.
This applies to both genders.
They may have a ritual — read the
paper, check the email or have a
drink and watch T.V.
UNDERSTANDING
this process
PREVENTS
unnecessary nagging
and FRUSTRATION!
Communication is the KEY to
good relationships.

Talk about things that are bothering
you, but remember
TIMING IS IMPORTANT!
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A GENTLE answer
DEFUSES anger.
Anger and violence
ACHIEVE NOTHING
and
DESTROYS
relationships.
Remove yourself and cool down.
NEVER use SEX as a weapon.
Nagging won’t change your
Partner, but a
LOVING
RELATIONSHIP MIGHT!
DON’T SWEAT the small stuff!
CHOOSE your battles
In 10 years time will this
REALLY MATTER?
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During an argument
ATTACK the PROBLEM
Not the Person
NEVER
play the BLAME GAME,
bring up previous
Relationships, or the mother in law!
If she has kids
THEN she’s a PACKAGE DEAL!
Find ways of relating to them.
Don’t carry disagreements over
to the next day.
Make up BEFORE you go to sleep.
Even if you know you are not at
fault, be the FIRST to say
“I AM SORRY.”
Your relationship is MORE
IMPORTANT than your pride!
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Before I got married
a wise old lady told me:
A HUNGRY man
is an ANGRY man.
If you have crashed
HIS car
or have blown the budget,
FEED HIM FIRST
before you break the news
and he will
REACT BETTER.
I have used this principal
throughout my marriage.
WISDOM
not manipulation!
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The WAY to a man’s HEART
Is through his stomach!
Our Grannies knew a trick or two!
They’d cook up an onion if dinner
was running late and their hungry
man was due home.
In the 21st Century the same principals can be applied to life. Even the
smell of coffee brewing gives your
whole family the feeling of “I’m
home!”
When a man is sick he appreciates
EMPATHY
and
KINDNESS!
There is a little boy inside every
MAN.
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Men (and boys) need to be
ADMIRED
the fish they catch, any male
exploits or jobs that they do.
Especially their
Muscles, Crown Jewels
and

PROWESS!
Relax GUYS you won’t always
hit the High notes!
Life isn’t like the movies!
Women need to be
COMPLIMENTED
WORDS are the KEY to her
heart.
The most important of these are:
I LOVE YOU
And I AM SORRY
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UP BURPS
&
DOWN BURPS
are part of the make up of the
male species -louder brings
about the most satisfaction As is map reading, knowing
from which direction the wind is
blowing and mileage.
GUYS
woman do like the
TOILET SEAT DOWN!
Women usually don’t know
which way up a map is.
If they get lost, they stop and ask
BEFORE
they go a further
20 kilometers!
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Two opinions can
BOTH be RIGHT
depending on the viewpoint.
The SECRET
to good relationships is to
RESPECT
the other’s point of view as being
VALID
then coming to a
MUTUAL AGREEMENT.
Even if it means
AGREEING to DIFFER!
Women like to
THINK
they are right!
Don’t underestimate
WOMEN’S INTUITION!
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In a woman’s eyes
KINDNESS
in a man
is
MORE IMPORTANT
MACHO!
Get you finances sorted
DEBT
and
FINANCIAL
pressure being one of the main
causes of
relationship break up.
Your MATE cannot fill EVERY
need of your inner heart
They are only human!
When all else fails
PRAY!
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Men need to
spend time with other men.
Its called
MALE BONDING
It happens in pubs, clubs, family
& social occasions.
Women need to
SHOP and TALK.
When they talk, men need to
LISTEN
and agree;
they are not
necessarily required to answer
OR
to have an
Opinion about
ALL
they hear.
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